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Abstract 
Biological variation is often considered in a scalable hierarchy, e.g., within the individual, within the populations, above the species level. 
Morphological integration, the concept of covariation among constituent parts of an organism, is also hierarchical; the degree to which these 
“modules” covary is a matter of the scale of the study as well as underlying processes driving the covariation. Multilevel analyses of trait 
covariation are a valuable tool to infer the origins and historical persistence of morphological diversity. Here, we investigate concordance in 
patterns of integration and modularity across three biological levels of variation: within a species, within two genera-level radiations, and 
among species at the family level. We demonstrate this approach using the skull of mammalian family Leporidae (rabbits and hares), which is 
morphologically diverse and has a rare-among-mammals functional signal of locomotion adaptation. We tested three alternative hypotheses of 
modularity; from the most supported we investigated disparity and integration of each module to infer which is most responsible for patterns 
of cranial variation across these levels, and whether variation is partitioned consistently across levels. We found a common pattern of modu-
larity underlies leporid cranial diversity, though there is inconsistency across levels in each module’s disparity and integration. The face module 
contributes the most to disparity at all levels, which we propose is facilitating evolutionary diversity in this clade. Therefore, the distinctive facial 
tilt of leporids is an adaptation to locomotory behavior facilitated by a modular system that allows lineages to respond differently to selection 
pressures.
Keywords: morphological integration, modularity, skull, geometric morphometrics

Introduction
A long-standing question in evolutionary biology pertains 
to whether patterns of macroevolution are the result of suc-
cessive iterations of microevolution (Erwin, 2000; Hansen 
& Martins, 1996; Lande, 1980). This notion of a scalable, 
hierarchical biological variation has for decades been exam-
ined with respect to predictable morphological changes with 
body size; the most common conclusion is that ontogenetic 
allometry leads to static allometry, which underlies evolution-
ary allometry (Cock, 1966; Cheverud, 1982b; Klingenberg, 
1996). Testing this with real datasets has allowed researchers 
to understand evolvability and infer the processes generating 
diversity (e.g., Klingenberg, 1992; Leamy & Atchley, 1984; 
Marcy et al., 2020; Pelabon et al., 2014; Voje et al., 2014). 
Morphological integration (sensu Olson & Miller, 1958) also 
occurs across a hierarchy of biological levels (Klingenberg, 
2014; Zelditch & Goswami, 2021) and has the potential to 
be scalable. Morphological integration at each level may arise 
from distinct mechanisms, which may leave distinct signals 
identifiable through morphometric correlations and could 
help to infer the processes involved in its generation. Yet cor-
relations at one level, may structure the correlations observed 
at the next successive level. Thus multilevel analyses are a 
valuable tool to test this (Klingenberg, 2014); analyzing inte-
gration at different taxonomic levels within diverse radiations 
provides an opportunity to understand whether the processes 

responsible for variation within a species may also facili-
tate adaptive variation among species (Benítez et al., 2022; 
Monteiro & Nogueira, 2010; Monteiro et al., 2005; Urošević 
et al., 2018; Young & Badyaev, 2006). Despite the value of 
multilevel study of morphological variation and integration, 
they remain relatively uncommon.

The skull is a well-studied structure from the perspective of 
morphological integration, and predicted to be composed of 
relatively independent subunits because it is derived from dif-
ferent developmental tissues and performs a diversity of func-
tions (Cheverud, 1995; Hallgrímsson et al., 2007; Willmore 
et al., 2006). A commonly addressed question is whether 
a general pattern of so called “modularity” exists in skulls 
across species of clade (e.g., Bardua et al., 2019; Raidan et 
al., 2021; Randau et al., 2019; Sanger et al., 2012). Others of 
explored the magnitude of within-module integration, show-
ing that within a range of taxa different skull modules can 
vary a lot (e.g., Bardua et al., 2019; Raidan et al., 2021), but 
whether the magnitude of integration has an influence on the 
potential for phenotypic variation is unclear (e.g., Bardua et 
al., 2019; Felice et al., 2018; Goswami & Polly, 2010; Rhoda 
et al., 2021). The mammalian skull has become a seminal 
system in which to investigate the influences of modularity 
on evolutionary processes (e.g., Drake & Klingenberg, 2010; 
Goswami & Polly, 2010; Marroig et al., 2009). The mamma-
lian face is thought to be more evolutionary labile (capable of 
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evolutionary change) than the braincase because it appears 
to be more disparate across mammalian species (e.g., Bennett 
& Goswami, 2013; Marcus et al., 2000). However, the pre-
cise mechanisms behind disparity of skull modules remains 
elusive. Further research using diverse clades with differing 
evolutionary histories is needed to build a knowledge-base on 
the influence of modularity and integration on morphological 
disparity and macroevolutionary patterns of diversity.

Here, we demonstrate the utility of a multilevel study 
design to elucidate the influence of modularity upon patterns 
of evolutionary diversity using an overlooked taxonomic 
group to examine these questions: the Leporidae (rabbits 
and hares). They have a surprising amount of morphological, 
behavioral, and lineage diversity (Alves et al., 2008a; Kraatz 
et al., 2021). Their skull is notable because its shape is related 
to locomotor behavior, a rare functional relationship among 
mammals (Bramble, 1989; Kraatz & Sherratt, 2016; Kraatz 
et al., 2015). Fast running (i.e., cursorial) species show a more 
ventrally tilted face, pivoting at the anterior edge of the brain-
case; hopping species present dorsal arching, but they typ-
ically have a shallower tilt angle (Kraatz & Sherratt, 2016; 
Kraatz et al., 2015). Thus, changes in the leporid skull related 
to locomotor behavior appear to happen in specific skull 
regions, which may correspond to modules.

The biological hypothesis is morphological diversity in the 
leporid skull arises from the modular composition, either by 
different modular patterns among species, or different contribu-
tions of modules in a consistent modular pattern. We first evalu-
ate three hypotheses of modularity proposed for the mammalian 
skull (Cheverud, 1995; Hallgrímsson et al., 2007; Willmore et 
al., 2006). Preliminary analysis showed the null hypothesis of 
no modular pattern was not supported. Finding one hypothesis 
supported at all levels, we investigate how those modules differ 
in terms of their morphological disparity and strength of integra-
tion and infer which module drives patterns of cranial variation 
across these levels. The contribution of allometry to patterns of 
covariation is also evaluated at each level. This is the first study 
to explicitly investigate skull modularity and integration among 
species of leporids, building upon knowledge provided by single 
species representatives in previous class-wide studies (Esteve-
Altava, 2021; Marroig et al., 2009; Porto et al., 2009).

Methods
All analyses were performed using the R Statistical Environment 
v. 4.2.1 (R Development Core Team, 2022), using the geomorph 
package v.4.0.4 (Adams et al., 2022) unless otherwise stated, with 
statistical significance estimated using a permutation approach 
(1,000 iterations) and evaluated at the significance level of 5%.

Samples
We sampled 317 specimens from 22 species across Leporidae 
representing the main lineages (Supplementary Table S1), 
many of which featured in a previous study (Kraatz & 
Sherratt, 2016), using predominantly museum collections 
(details in Supplementary File 1). For Oryctolagus cuniculus 
and Lepus europaeus, we could increase sampling with whole 
carcasses scavenged from pest control activities in Australia 
(ethics approved, details given in Acknowledgments), where 
these species were introduced on multiple occasions during 
the 1800s by European settlers from UK stocks (Peacock 
& Abbott, 2013; Stott, 2015). As the most widely distrib-
uted of all leporids, we restricted the O. cuniculus (herein 

Oryctolagus for brevity) samples in this study to those from 
Europe and Australia to limit population-level variation.

Specimens were scanned by X-ray computed tomogra-
phy (CT) to obtain digital models of the cranium for mea-
surement. Scans of museum specimens were made using a J. 
Morita Veraviewepocs 3D R100 system (College of Dental 
Medicine, Western University of Health Sciences), typically 
operated at 75 kV and 3 mAs with voxel size ranging from 
125 to 160 µm. Whole specimens of Oryctolagus and L. euro-
paeus were scanned using a Siemens SOMATOM Force CT 
scanner (Dr Jones & Partners, The South Australian Health 
and Medical Research Institute [SAHMRI], Adelaide). The 
scanner was operated at 120 kVp and 200 mA, with one sec-
ond exposure and a slice thickness of 0.4mm.

Scan acquisition and landmark placement
The CT tomograms were processed with Checkpoint 
(Stratovan Corporation, Davis, CA), thresholding by voxel 
gray value to obtain an isosurface representing bone. Then 
landmarks were manually digitized on the crania models by 
one author (BK); following Kraatz and Sherratt (2016), 44 
landmarks were placed at homologous points on the cra-
nium, over the left and right sides, and the curve tool was 
used to place eight equally spaced semilandmarks along the 
sagittal axis of the cranial roof to capture the arching curva-
ture (Figure 1, Supplementary Table S2). Zygomatic arches 
were then digitized with the landmark tool using as many 
points necessary to capture the complex curves, and these 
landmarks were converted into 11 equally spaced semiland-
marks each using the “digit.curves” R function. Missing land-
marks, typically reflecting breaks in supraorbital process or 
regions of the basicranium, were an issue for 45 specimens 
(details in Figshare repository). The positions of these missing 
landmarks were estimated using a thin-plate spline approach 
(Gunz et al., 2009), where each missing landmark is predicted 
among all other homologous landmarks of complete speci-
mens of the same species, implemented using the “estimate.
missing” function.

The landmark coordinate data were aligned using a gen-
eralized Procrustes superimposition (Rohlf & Slice, 1990), 
taking into account object symmetry and allowing semiland-
marks of the cranial roof and zygomatic arches to slide along 
their tangent directions in order to minimize bending energy 
(Gunz et al., 2005), implemented with “bilat.symmetry” 
function. The resulting symmetric component of shape (sensu 
Klingenberg et al., 2002) was used in the following analyses.

Hypotheses of modularity
Preliminary analysis rejected the hypothesis of no modu-
lar structure in the leporid cranium, so we proceeded with 
evaluating three alternative modular hypotheses proposed 
for mammalian skulls (Cheverud, 1995; Hallgrímsson et al., 
2007; Willmore et al., 2006) (Table 1). The “tissue origin” 
hypothesis (Figure 1B) use two modules based upon whether 
bones originate from neural crest or mesoderm cells (Willmore 
et al., 2006). The “developmental groups” hypothesis (Figure 
1C) identifies three modules based upon embryological devel-
opment (Hallgrímsson et al., 2007), where the basicranium 
is derived from the chondrocranium, the neurocranium from 
dermatocranium bones of the cranial vault, and the face from 
the splanchnocranium initially with subsequent influence of 
dermatocranial elements. The “functional groups” hypoth-
esis (Figure 1D) has four modules based upon different 
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functional regions of the cranium (Cheverud, 1995; Willmore 
et al., 2006) and related to the six-module hypothesis found 
across many mammals (Cheverud, 1982a; Goswami, 2006). 
The six-module hypothesis was not investigated here due its 
similarity to the “functional groups” hypothesis and because 

the derived morphology of the elongated rostrum of leporids, 
which is divided dorso-ventrally in the six-module hypothe-
sis, has been shown in previous studies (Kraatz & Sherratt, 
2016) to be a key region that varies coherently within the 
leporid cranium.

Datasets
The Procrustes landmark data were divided into three data-
sets that represent different biological levels. The first level 
is within-species variation, and the monospecific Oryctolagus 
was used because it has the largest sample size (N = 60) and 
is an exemplary biological model, and often used to repre-
sent leporids as a whole. The second level is the within-genus 
level, where the hares (or jack-rabbits, Lepus) and cottontail 
rabbits (Sylvilagus), were used because they are the most spe-
ciose in Leporidae and both represent monophyletic clades. 
Here they are represented by six and seven species each (N 
= 97 and N = 110, respectively). We followed Cano-Sánchez 
et al. (2022) in their taxonomic recommendation that the 
pygmy rabbit Sylvilagus idahoensis (Merriam, 1891; previ-
ously Brachylagus) be included with the Sylvilagus radiation 
(e.g., Grinnell et al., 1930) because phylogenetic inference has 
consistently recovered this taxon as sister or nested within 
Sylvilagus (Cano-Sánchez et al., 2022; Matthee et al., 2004). 
To account for the group structure in each of these levels, 
an analysis of variance (ANOVA), implemented with “procD.
lm” function, was used to evaluate the proportion of vari-
ance attributed to population for Oryctolagus, and species 
for Sylvilagus and Lepus. Residuals of these ANOVAs were 
extracted to represent the pooled-within group shape for sub-
sequent analyses of integration and disparity.

The third level is the among-species “evolutionary” level, 
represented by species-averaged cranial shape data of 22 spe-
cies across the family (e.g., Klingenberg & Marugan-Lobon, 
2013). Other than Lepus and Sylvilagus, the family is repre-
sented by monotypic or low diversity genera. We used a pub-
lished phylogenetic hypothesis based upon seven genes (five 
nuclear and two mitochondrial) (Matthee et al., 2004). The 
tree was pruned to 21 species included in this study using 
“drop.tip” function in ape v.5.6-2 (Paradis et al., 2004). 
Lepus europaeus was not included in Matthee et al.’s orig-
inal analysis. Based upon other molecular analyses and the 
propensity for L. europaeus to hybridize (Alves et al., 2008b; 
Ashrafzadeh et al., 2018; Ben Slimen et al., 2008; Melo-
Ferreira et al., 2012; Suchentrunk et al., 2008), we applied the 
analyses to two alternate topologies: L. europaeus sister to L. 
capensis, and sister to L. timidus. We grafted L. europaeus 
onto the tree using “bind.tip” function in phytools v.1.0-1 
(Revell, 2012); preliminary analysis tested different branch 
lengths with inconsequential changes to results, so we posi-
tioned the node halfway along the original branch in both 
topologies (Supplementary Figure S2).

Statistical analyses
Principal components analysis was used to identify over how 
many axes the shape variance was distributed at each level, 
and thus gives an indication of the magnitude of integration 
for the whole cranium, where higher integration results in 
more variance contained in relatively few dimensions. This 
was implemented using the “gm.prcomp” function. Because 
integration is expected to be influenced by allometry, the 
covariation of shape and size, we investigated two types of 
allometry: static allometry, which is the relationship of shape 

Figure 1. Cranium landmarks (A) and modular hypotheses, tissue origin 
(B), developmental groups (C), and functional groups (D). The three 
modularity hypotheses in Table 1 are depicted in dorsal (left) and lateral 
(right) views. Landmark numbers refer to Supplementary Table S2. Gray 
landmarks are not used in the modular hypothesis.
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and size among individuals of the same age class in a species/
clade; and evolutionary allometry, which is the relationship 
of shape and size among species, and defined as the covaria-
tion of shape and size along branches of the phylogenetic tree. 
Multivariate regressions were used to assess the amount of 
shape variation of the whole cranium attributed to allometry 
(Monteiro, 1999) at each level. The regression score approach 
(Drake & Klingenberg, 2008) was used to visualize the allo-
metric relationships with log-transformed centroid size, a 
measure of size derived from the landmark coordinates and 
calculated during Procrustes superimposition. The degree of 
static allometry was assessed in Oryctolagus, and Sylvilagus 
and Lepus genera by performing a regression on all speci-
mens using “procD.lm”. The regression model included spe-
cies (or population for Oryctolagus), allowing the interaction 
of size and species to be evaluated. Evolutionary allometry 
was examined among species using a phylogenetic ANOVA 
(PGLS) (Adams, 2014b), with species mean values of shape 
and size, implemented with “procD.pgls.” The residuals of 
the statistically significant models were extracted and used 
to represent shape with the allometric component removed 
(“allometry-free”).

We tested the three a priori defined hypotheses of modu-
larity and evaluated which was the most supported for the 
data, using the covariance ratio (CR) and post-hoc effect size 
approach (Adams & Collyer, 2016, 2019). The CR coefficient 
was calculated for each hypothesis using the “modularity.
test” function. Effect sizes from each modularity analysis 
were evaluated using the “compare.CR” function to infer 
which of the modular hypotheses is most supported by the 
data. This test was performed using the pooled-within species 
residuals and allometry-free datasets of Oryctolagus, Lepus, 
and Sylvilagus genera. For the evolutionary level, we used the 
“phylo.modularity” function to calculate CR in a phyloge-
netic context, which used the evolutionary covariance matrix 
among traits found under a Brownian motion model of evo-
lution (Adams & Felice, 2014).

Analyses of modularity and integration typically require 
large sample sizes (e.g., minimum of 30 specimens per spe-
cies (Haber, 2011)), which can be problematic for macro-
evolutionary studies. To understand the uncertainty that 
sample size may give in our results, we used a subsam-
pling approach taking 10 specimens at random from the 
Oryctolagus dataset, calculated the test for modularity 
(details above), and repeated this 100 times to obtain an 
estimate of the margin of error. We then calculated the CR 
of each hypothesis for all species with a sample size of at 
least 10 to provide preliminary insights into modular vari-
ation across the clade.

The consensus, best supported modular hypothesis at each 
level was used to investigate which module contributes the 

most to the observed variation among individuals, and how 
cranial modules vary in terms of morphological disparity and 
strength of within and between module integration. Each 
module was subjected to a separate GPA to avoid correla-
tions between modules due to the superimposition (Cardini, 
2019b), transformed to account for pooled-within group 
variation as above, and multiplied by module centroid size 
to ensure each module represents the original relative pro-
portions (necessary for disparity). Since GPA influences the 
covariance structure among landmarks, whether to use a 
single or separate GPA is a matter of discussion in geomet-
ric morphometrics (Cardini, 2019b; Goswami et al., 2019; 
Klingenberg, 2021); our preliminary analysis showed a sep-
arate GPA changes the magnitude of results, but the over-
all among-module patterns are equivalent to a single GPA 
(Supplementary Figure S1). We used Mantel’s test to compare 
a distance matrix of between-individual distances calculated 
from all landmarks to one calculated from landmarks within 
a module. This was implemented with the “mantel” function 
in vegan R package v.2.6-2 (Oksanen et al., 2022). The high-
est correlation value indicates that module contributes the 
most to the overall morphospace. To measure morpholog-
ical disparity, we used the Procrustes variance (the sum of 
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix (Zelditch et 
al., 2012)) divided by the number of landmarks in the mod-
ule. This was implemented using the “morphol.disparity” 
function. Higher values represent greater variation in shape 
among observations (wider spread in morphospace). To mea-
sure the magnitude of integration within each module, we cal-
culated the relative eigenvalue variance (Pavlicev et al., 2009) 
and from this the standardized effect score (Z-score) as per 
(Conaway & Adams, 2022) implemented with “integration.
Vrel” function. This provides a directly comparable measure 
of the magnitude of integration across levels and modules, 
based upon the degree of eigenvalue dispersion, that is how 
variance is distributed across eigenvalues. Higher negative 
values of the effect score represent lower covariance between 
shape traits, which means weaker integration. The effect sizes 
were compared for significant differences using the “compare.
ZVrel” function. Finally to measure the magnitude of integra-
tion between modules at each level, two-block partial least 
squares analysis (PLS) was used (Adams & Felice, 2014; Rohlf 
& Corti, 2000), implemented with functions “two.b.pls” and 
“phylo.integration”. This approach calculates the correlation 
coefficient (r-PLS) between two matrices (“blocks”) of traits, 
where values closer to 1 mean stronger integration between 
modules.

To understand how much phylogenetic relatedness is 
driving morphological variation, phylogenetic signal was 
evaluated for the whole skull and per module using the 
K

mult approach (Adams, 2014a). The metric, based upon K 

Table 1. Hypotheses of modularity. 

Tissue origin (Willmore et al., 2006) Developmental groups, (Hallgrímsson et al., 2007) Functional groups, (Willmore et al., 2006) 

Neural crest (48) Face (30) Face (16)

Mesoderm (26) Neurocranium (11) Temporal (33)

Basicranium (24) Cranial vault (12)

Omitted (9) Basicranium (13)

The number landmarks per module are given in parentheses. See Figure 1 for graphical representation. For developmental groups, nine semilandmarks were 
omitted as these fell along module boundaries.
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(Blomberg et al., 2003), measures the proportion of the tip 
variance that is explained by a Brownian motion (BM) pro-
cess for the tree, thus testing whether relatives resemble each 
other less than expected under BM (K less than 1), which 
suggests a departure from Brownian motion evolution and 
indicates homoplasy. Where there is a K value greater than 
one, close relatives are more similar than expected under BM 
(strong phylogenetic structure). This was implemented with 
“physignal” function.

Results
Within-species: Oryctolagus
Principal components analysis (PCA) of Oryctolagus pro-
duced five PC axes each contributing more than 5% of the 
total variance (PC1–5 = 53.8%). Multivariate regression 
revealed 13.2% (p < .001) of the shape variation is attributed 
to static allometry and 9.8% to population differences. There 
was no significant interaction, indicating similar allometric 
slopes between populations (Figure 2A).

Testing for modularity in the cranium using the covariance 
ratio (CR) approach, both Procrustes coordinates and regres-
sion residuals (allometric variation removed) gave similar pat-
terns among the four module hypotheses; comparing effect 
sizes showed functional groups hypothesis to have the highest 

effect size, although it was not significantly different to the 
other hypotheses (Table 2, Figure 3A). Subsample analysis of 
Oryctolagus found “functional groups” to be supported 84% 
of the time, “developmental groups” 6% and “tissue origin” 
10%. After allometry was removed, this changed to 83%, 
8%, and 10%, respectively.

Examining each module of the “functional groups” hypoth-
esis revealed the face module produced the most similar pat-
tern among-specimen variation to that of whole cranium 
shape, as revealed by Mantel’s test (Figure 4A). The face mod-
ule exhibited the greatest morphological disparity, while the 
cranial vault had the lowest (Figure 4B). The temporal mod-
ules had the highest effect size of relative eigenvalue variance 
(low integration), while the cranial vault and face showed the 
lowest (high integration) (Figure 4C). However, there were 
no significant pairwise differences in the relative eigenvalue 
variance based upon their effect sizes. Removing allometric 
variation did not have any appreciable effect on the results 
(Figure 4).

Within-genus level: Sylvilagus
Using pooled-within species residuals, PCA of Sylvilagus 
produced two PC axes each contributing more than 5% of 
the total variance (PC1–2 = 65.8%). Multivariate regres-
sion revealed 46.8% of the shape variation is attributed to 

Figure 2. (A) Whole cranium integration as given by screeplots of eigenvalues of the principal component analysis at each level. (B) Whole cranium 
multivariate regressions showing allometric component of shape at each level.

Table 2. Results of the covariance ratio (CR) test for within-species modularity (60 specimens of Oryctolagus).

Modularity hypothesis All shape variation Allometry-free shape

CR Effect size CR Effect size 

Tissue origin 0.837 (0.0379) −3.632 (1.463) 0.818 (0.0406) −3.511 (1.414)

Developmental groups 0.784 (0.0334) −3.316 (0.911) 0.746 (0.0386) −3.337 (0.907)

Functional groups 0.718 (0.0327) −4.158 (0.965) 0.692 (0.0351) −3.971 (0.914)

Tests were performed on the pooled within-population residuals “all shape variation,” and the regression residuals “allometry-free variation”. All tests 
were significant at the α = 0.05 level (p-values not shown). Standard deviations (given in parentheses) are based upon 100 iterations of a subsample of 10 
specimens. Most supported hypothesis in bold. Effect size significance based upon 1000 permutations.
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allometry, 4.2% accounts for species variation and a signif-
icant interaction term reveals 1.4% is due to one or more 
species-specific allometric slopes (Figure 2B).

Among the Sylvilagus species was consensus support for 
the “functional groups” hypothesis using the CR approach 
(Supplementary Table S3), and from a pooled-within species 
analysis the “functional groups” hypothesis was significantly 
better than other hypotheses (Figure 3B). Removing allometry 
lowered all effect sizes to be not significantly different from 
each other but the “functional groups” hypothesis remained 
with the highest effect size.

The temporal module showed the most similar patterns of 
among-specimen variation to that of whole cranium shape 
(Figure 4B). The face module exhibited the greatest disparity, 

while the basicranium had the lowest (Figure 4B). The basicra-
nium module showed the highest effect size of relative eigen-
value variance (low integration), while the temporal module 
had the lowest (high integration) (Figure 4C). Significant 
pairwise differences in the relative eigenvalue variance based 
upon their effect sizes were found between the basicranium 
and all other modules, and between the cranial vault and 
face. Removing allometric variation had a great influence the 
integration tests so that the cranial vault became the highest 
integrated (Figure 4C).

Within-genus level: Lepus
Using pooled-within species residuals, PCA of Lepus produced 
four PC axes each contributing more than 5% of the total 

Figure 4. Results of three tests performed on each module of the “functional groups” hypothesis across all levels. Modules: B = basicranium, C 
= cranial vault, F = face, T = temporal. (A) Mantel tests for similarity with whole cranium patterns of among-specimen variation. (B) Morphological 
disparity as given by the Procrustes variance. (C) Morphological integration within modules as given by effect size (Z-score) of relative eigenvalue 
variance (Vrel). Tests were performed on the Procrustes shape variables (solid, all shape variation), and the regression residuals (transparent, allometry-
free variation). Evolutionary level (all species is with allometry only). Columns represent levels: within-species level comprising Oryctolagus (N = 60); 
within-genus levels across Sylvilagus and Lepus; among species level from 22 species across family (based upon europaeus-capensis sister pair).

Figure 3. Evaluating modular hypotheses with the covariance ratio (CR). The effect size is plotted for each modular hypothesis: tissue origin (TO), 
developmental groups (DG), and functional groups (FG). Tests were performed on the Procrustes shape variables (solid, all shape variation), and the 
regression residuals (lighter shade, allometry-free variation). Evolutionary level (all species is with allometry only). Pairwise significant results (α = 0.05) 
are shown with asterisks.
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variance (PC1–4 = 64.4%). Multivariate regression revealed 
18.5% of the shape variation is attributed to allometry, 7.6% 
accounts for species variation and a significant interaction 
term reveals 8.9% is due to one or more species-specific allo-
metric slopes. The first and second PC axes contribute similar 
amounts to the total variance (PC1 = 25.2%, PC2 = 24.4%).

Among the Lepus species the “functional groups” hypothe-
sis was supported in all but one species using the CR approach 
(Supplementary Table S3), and from a pooled-within species 
analysis the “tissue origin” and “functional groups” hypoth-
esis had equally greater effect sizes over “developmental 
groups”, but no pairwise comparison was significant (Figure 
3C). Removing allometry lowered all effect sizes but did not 
change the pattern.

Based on the consensus (Supplementary Table S3) the 
“functional groups” hypothesis was investigated further. 
The temporal module showed the most similar patterns of 
among-specimen variation to that of whole cranium shape 
(Figure 4A). The face module exhibited the greatest disparity, 
while the basicranium had the lowest (Figure 4B). The face 
and basicranium modules had the highest effect size of rela-
tive eigenvalue variance (low integration), while the cranial 
vault had the lowest (high integration) (Figure 4C). However, 
there were no significant pairwise differences in the relative 
eigenvalue variance based upon their effect sizes. Removing 
allometric variation did not have any appreciable effect on 
the results.

Among-species level: Leporidae family
PCA of 22 species produced 5 PC axes each contributing 
more than 5% of the total variance (PC1–5 = 84.3%) with 
both tree topologies. A phylogenetically informed multivar-
iate regression of species averages was not statistically sig-
nificant but indicated 6.9% (p = .287) of the shape variation 

is attributed to size variation if L. europaeus is sister to L. 
capensis, or 11.3% (p = .204) if L. europaeus is sister to L. 
timidus (Figure 2D). Thus, proceeding analyses were done 
without correcting for allometry.

There is no significant phylogenetic signal in the whole cra-
nium or in any module (Table 3, Supplementary Table S4), 
except a marginally significant value for face module when 
L. europaeus – L. capensis are considered as sister species 
(Table 3). All Kmult estimates are well below 1, indicating 
there is much less phylogenetic signal than expected under a 
Brownian motion model of evolution (i.e., homoplasy).

Among all species with a sufficient sample size to estimate 
CR, the “functional groups” hypothesis was largely supported 
(Supplementary Table S3). With a phylogenetic CR analysis of 
average shapes for 22 species, the functional groups hypothe-
sis had the best support and was significantly greater than the 
“tissue origins” hypothesis (Figure 3, Table 4, Supplementary 
Table S5). Both topologies produced the same patterns. The 
facial and temporal modules showed the most similar pat-
terns of among-species variation to that of whole cranium 
shape (Figure 4A). The face module exhibited the greatest 
disparity, while the temporal had the lowest (Figure 4B). The 
temporal and cranial vault module had the highest effect size 
of relative eigenvalue variance (low integration), while the 
basicranium had the lowest (high integration) (Figure 4C). 
However, there were no significant pairwise differences in the 
relative eigenvalue variance based upon their effect sizes.

Discussion
This study aimed to investigate whether patterns of integra-
tion and modularity in the leporid cranium are consistent 
across three biological levels of variation: within a species, 
within genera (using two speciose radiations), and among 22 
species of the Leporidae family. Our results present a mixture 
of consistency and variability. We found that the way the cra-
nium is partitioned into modules is consistent, and the same 
module displays greatest disparity across levels. Removing the 
allometric component of shape also had a uniform effect of 
reducing the magnitude of disparity and integration, generally 
without changing overall patterns. However, other aspects 
differed across levels: how much allometry contributes to 
variation, patterns of whole skull integration, which module 
contributes the most to overall morphospace, and patterns 
of within-module integration all show variability among the 
datasets. These results indicate the complexity of biological 
diversity, and the scalable hierarchy hypothesis is mostly 
rejected in this study system. The implications of these results 
are discussed below.

Table 3. Phylogenetic signal of whole cranium shape, and each of the four modules of the “functional groups” hypothesis (22 species), using topology 
where Lepus europaeus is sister to L. capensis (see Supplementary Table S4 for alternative). 

 Kmult Effect size p value 

Whole cranium 0.704 1.5539 .074

Basicranium 0.672 1.1129 .139

Cranial vault 0.720 1.6106 .06

Face 0.779 1.7807 .043

Temporal 0.641 1.0391 .16

Effect size significance based upon 1000 permutations.

Table 4. Results of the phylogenetic covariance ratio (CR) test for family-
level modularity (species), using topology where Lepus europaeus is 
sister to L. capensis (see Supplementary Table S5 for alternative). 

Modularity hypothesis All shape variation

CR Effect size 

Tissue origin 0.944 −3.519

Developmental groups 0.913 −4.388

Functional groups 0.875 −5.815

All tests were significant at the α = 0.05 level (p-values not shown). Most 
supported hypothesis in bold. Effect size significance based upon 1000 
permutations.
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A modular mammalian skull with prominent facial 
disparity
Boundaries of cranium modules may vary among closely 
related species of a clade or radiation (e.g., Parsons et al., 
2018; Raidan et al., 2021; Randau et al., 2019; Sanger et al., 
2012) or be remarkably conserved over vast evolutionary dis-
tances (e.g., Marshall et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2011). Many 
studies of mammal crania have found support for a hypoth-
esized six-module structure (e.g., Cheverud, 1995; Goswami 
& Polly, 2010; Randau et al., 2019; Heck et al., 2018). Our 
multilevel analyses concur with this finding; although we 
tested the simpler four module “functional groups” hypoth-
esis (e.g., Willmore et al., 2006), all levels showed greatest 
support for this pattern of modularity. This lends support to 
hypothesis that overall diversity in the mammal skull is likely 
driven by evolutionary processes invoking changes in some 
modules independently of others..

Akin to the pattern observed across mammals (e.g., Marcus 
et al., 2000; Usui & Tokita, 2018), this study shows promi-
nent facial disparity at all levels. The face and temporal mod-
ules together contributed the most to the variation among all 
22 leporid species, which echoes the principal axis of diversity 
in a previous study (Kraatz & Sherratt, 2016). Domestication 
of rabbits appears to have profited from this and taken diver-
sity of the facial region to greater levels than their wild coun-
terparts (Geiger et al., 2022). Variation in the facial region 
among individuals of a species may be related to phenotypic 
plasticity invoked by mastication and diet (e.g., Menegaz et 
al., 2009; Pucciarelli et al., 1990) but is also associated with 
genetic variance (e.g., Atchley et al., 1981; Mossey, 1999). 
While among species variation in the facial region can be 
attributed to natural selection as well as a property of allom-
etry; it has been suggested that face length variation is a 
ubiquitous outcome of body size evolution (Cardini, 2019a; 
Cardini & Polly, 2013). In leporids, variation in the facial 
region, specifically the angle of facial tilt, has been shown to 
relate to their locomotive ability (Kraatz & Sherratt, 2016; 
Kraatz et al., 2015). We propose that like other systems (e.g., 
Evans et al., 2017; Machado et al., 2018; Neaux et al., 2018; 
Sanger et al., 2012) it is through the modular composition of 
the skull that the evolutionary potential of the face has been 
realized.

A scalable hierarchy of diversity
Multilevel analyses are a valuable tool to test whether the 
processes responsible for variation within a species may facil-
itate adaptive variation among species (Benítez et al., 2022; 
Klingenberg, 2014; Monteiro & Nogueira, 2010; Monteiro 
et al., 2005; Urošević et al., 2018; Young & Badyaev, 2006). 
Theoretically, consistent patterns of integration should result 
from consistent selection pressures operating during trait devel-
opment or function (Cheverud, 1982a, 1995; Lande, 1980), 
which leads to the scalable hierarchy hypothesis. However the 
reality is there is no consensus in the literature; some clades 
have shown historical persistence of patterns across levels (e.g., 
Benítez et al., 2022; Young & Badyaev, 2006) while others find 
shifts in integration patterns at different levels, which may be 
due to selection for different functional demands (e.g., Monteiro 
et al., 2005; Randau et al., 2019; Urošević et al., 2018).

Our study shows each level comprises a mix of consistent 
and unique patterns of variation. The modular composition is 
retained between static and evolutionary levels, but patterns 
of whole skull integration vary, as does module-by-module 

disparity and integration patterns. These results suggest 
that different processes are responsible for trait covariation 
(Klingenberg, 2014). The challenge for future researchers 
will be to tease apart the effects of functional, developmen-
tal, genetic, and environmental integration patterns, which 
requires multilevel analyses and broader scale taxonomic 
sampling.

Can modularity facilitate evolutionary diversity?
Taking the multilevel approach a step further, we contrasted 
two speciose radiations to provide insights into how evolu-
tionary processes acting on a modular system can result in 
divergent diversification patterns. The hares (or “jack-rab-
bits”) of the Lepus genus are generally cursorial specialists 
and the New-World rabbits (Sylvilagus) are mostly generalists 
with a hopping gait. While we find that variation in the cra-
nium among both genera is mostly due to the cranial vault 
and temporal modules (Figure 4A), the way in which each 
clade varies these two modules results in very different axes 
of diversity (Figure 5). These clades have notable differences 
in the degree of facial tilt (Kraatz & Sherratt, 2016); Lepus 
have mostly strongly downward-tilted rostra to facilitate 
visual acuity during speed, but there is wide variation in this 
trait among species. Sylvilagus on the other hand present a 
shallower tilt and less variation among species. Thus, differ-
ent selection pressures resulting from their behavioral differ-
ences influence the same modules but each module responds 
differently, resulting in evolution along diverging trajectories 
in morphospace. To achieve facial tilt involves coordinated 
changes in the cranial vault and temporal modules alongside 
the other modules, but we posit that the modular composition 
has facilitated the greater diversity of morphologies to evolve, 
as exemplified by the Lepus and Sylvilagus radiations.

Whether the magnitude of integration in a structure has an 
influence on the potential for phenotypic variation is unclear 
(e.g., Bardua et al., 2019; Felice et al., 2018; Goswami and 
Polly, 2010; Rhoda et al., 2021). Our results do not show a 
consistent relationship between the strength of within-module 
integration and how much morphological disparity is present 
in the module (Figure 4). Several other studies on diverse taxa 
have found the same relationship (Bardua et al., 2019, 2020; 
Randau et al., 2019; Watanabe et al., 2019). In a study at the 
evolutionary level, Linde-Medina et al. (2016) suggested that 
the face module has greater capacity to respond to selection 
as compared with the braincase, and thus the greater disparity 
of the face module may more likely be due to faster morpho-
logical evolution in this module. These results adhere to the 
expectations outlined by Goswami et al. (2014) and Felice 
et al. (2018) that the relationship between the magnitude of 
integration and morphological disparity is mediated by the 
rate of evolution, and integration will only drive disparity 
when the direction of selection aligns with the trajectory of 
trait covariation.

Allometry and the effects of size
Body size is a dominant factor influencing how structures 
are morphologically integrated (Gould, 1966; Marroig & 
Cheverud, 2005, 2010; Nijhout, 2011). Therefore, consid-
ering separately form (shape with size), allometry-included 
shape, and allometry-free shape is necessary when evaluat-
ing patterns of trait covariation. We found that the strength 
of integration to be lower in allometry-free analyses (e.g., 
Porto et al., 2013; Randau et al., 2019; Urošević et al., 2018), 
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which is to be expected as some variance is being removed. 
However, like Randau et al. (2019) and Urošević et al. (2018), 
but unlike Porto et al. (2013), our allometry-free results pre-
sented largely the same pattern as those derived from all data. 
This difference probably lies in the methodological differences 
to quantifying trait variation (i.e., landmarks vs. inter-land-
mark distances, see Machado et al., 2019 for a review) and 
the treatment of size (scale); the scaling step of the Procrustes 
superimposition, which removes isometric variation, results 
in shape data, while inter-landmark distances inherently 
retain size data and present form. Thus in all studies, allome-
try was removed but the starting point was different (shape in 
ours, Randau et al. (2019) and Urošević et al. (2018) versus 
form in Porto et al. (2013)).

Including a multilevel analysis of allometry in this study 
provided an opportunity to address the standing question of 
whether there are consistent patterns among static and evo-
lutionary allometry (e.g., Cheverud, 1982b; Klingenberg & 
Zimmermann, 1992; Pelabon et al., 2014), the classic exam-
ple of biological hierarchy. We found the three of the four 

datasets to be consistent in how much shape was predicted 
by size: the evolutionary level, within species and within one 
genus (Lepus) all had less than 20%, while Sylvilagus genus 
had more than 40% attributed to allometry. This latter result 
was due in part to the very small body size of the Pygmy 
Rabbit (S. idahoensis), the smallest leporid species. Only the 
static allometry levels were statistically significant. We posit 
that evolutionary allometry was not significant because the 
two speciose genera have diverging allometric trajectories. 
Visual inspection of the cranial shape change associated with 
allometry (Supplementary Figure S3) also highlights different 
patterns among levels; Sylvilagus presents the typical mam-
malian pattern of elongating the face and flattening the cra-
nial vault with increasing size, while Lepus presents changes 
to the angle of the rostrum and zygomatic arches, features 
of facial tilt. These results indicate that evolutionary allom-
etry in leporids is not an allometric “line of least evolution-
ary resistance” (sensu Marroig & Cheverud, 2005) derived 
from conserved static allometries. We predict that Leporidae 
will present ecologically driven diversity in their static (and 

Figure 5. Morphospace of two generic-level radiations, Sylvilagus and Lepus, defined by the first three axes of a principal components analysis of 
Procrustes shape variables (without pooling by species, or removing allometric shape variation) (A). Convex hulls delimit each clade. Plotted points are 
scaled by cranium centroid size, and color and symbols as in Figures 3 and 4. Vector shape graphs depict the shape at the minimum PC score (dots) to 
shape at the maximum PC score (end of lines) along the first two PC axes from separate PCA of Lepus (B), and Sylvilagus clades (C), and highlight the 
differences in the two radiations’ main dimensions of diversity and axes of allometric shape variation.
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ontogenetic) allometries as seen in rodents (Dubied et al., 
2021; Wilson, 2013; Zelditch & Swiderski, 2022) and this 
avenue of research is encouraged.

Conclusion
This study characterizes patterns of concordance in integra-
tion and modularity across hierarchical levels of evolution. 
In our study system, a conserved modular structure is evi-
dent across all levels. From that modular structure, evolu-
tionarily processes acting on differences in module variation 
results in interspecific diversity. For example, comparing two 
generic-level radiations shows that unique selection pressures 
(e.g., locomotive strategies) are likely causing each module to 
evolve differently in morphospace. We also find that differ-
ences in module disparity and integration across levels refute 
the hypothesis that among-species variation is simply scaled 
up within-species variation. Therefore, in order to understand 
the complexity and uniqueness of biological variation at any 
level, a multilevel analysis is essential. This study shows the 
importance of targeting diverse clades beyond exemplars that 
are mostly frequently used to represent the overall diversity 
of life.
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